VA Regional Office
AFGE LOCAL 520
PO BOX 1778
COLUMBIA, SC 29202
November 11,2014
Chairmen, Ranking Members, Members of the US House and Senate Committees of Veterans
Affairs and the Secretary, Department of Veterans Affairs
/
Dear Committee Members and VA Secretary:
AFGE Local 520, the exclusive representative of the bargaining unit of VARO Columbia, SC,
wants to address the unbalanced workload approach and the lack of oversight/leadership.
"The Veterans Affairs Department has broken its own records in processing disability and
pension claims. The agency made its way through 1.3 million claims in fiscal 2014. That
surpasses 2013's record by 150,000. One result is that VA's disability claims backlog fell to its
lowest number in four years. It's down 60 percent from the peak of March 2013. These numbers
put VA on track to meet its 2015 goals. Allison Mickey is the undersecretary for benefits at the
VA. She joined Tom Temin on the Federal Drive to explain how the agency was able to plow
through so many cases." Allison Hickey, Under Secretary for Benefits, Veterans Affairs
Department, Federal News Radio 1500AM, October 21, 2014
The USB's radio interview with Federal News Radio is an indictment on the VBA and the main
reason why there will not be a change at the VA as pertains to claims processing. Again, the
interview focused on the success of the transformation which has not yielded the results as
predicted and another number counting exercise as described in the words above. As always,
these interviews allow VBA to engage in public relations and spew out information that is not
accurate, valid, and most importantly they go unchallenged by those who really know the truth.
Despite these independent accounts of the VBA workload and the need for a balanced approach,
the VBA continues to boast about these processing and backlog numbers that were not achieved
through a successful claims process, but brute force to include numerous manipulative means
and neglecting two-thirds of the VBA workload.
> "VBA's workload is normally discussed in terms of the number of pending claims or the
backlog in VBA Regional Offices. Pending claims are generally assumed to be original
and reopened claims for disability compensation. However, this shorthand description of
the workload oversimplifies what, in reality a heterogeneous that consumes direct labor
hours of the C&P workforce. To complicate matters further, these end products do not

account for all categories of work required in the Regional Offices..." VA Claims
Processing Task Force Report to the Secretary of Veterans Affairs dated October 2001.
> "These are challenging times for VA in general and VBA specifically, as they attempt
to work through the compensation claims backlog while simultaneously implementing
multiple initiatives to move VBA into an electronic, paperless environment. From an
oversight perspective, these process changes require an increase in oversight at all
levels. Management involvement is critical to minimize the financial risk of making
inaccurate benefit payments, maintain a balanced approach to processing all
workloads, and ensure the accurate and timely delivery of benefits and services."
Statement Of Linda A. Halliday,Assistant Inspector General For Audits And Evaluations
.Office Of Inspector General Department Of Veterans Affairs, Before The Subcommittee
On Disability Assistance And Memorial Affairs Committee On Veterans' Affairs, United
States House Of Representatives Field Hearing On "Rhetoric V. Reality: Investigating
The Continued Failures Of The Philadelphia Va Regional Office", October 3, 2014,
Burlington County College, Pemberton Campus, Pemberton, New Jersey
On this Veteran's Day, it is shameful to honor Veterans in words, banners, and parades, but not
in deeds. As one Veteran told me, don't thank me for my service, but show me your thanks by
your service.
When there is nearly three-quarter of a million (743,910) non-rating claims and appeals pending,
there should be an outcry and a VBA humility that is apologetic to Veterans who are still waiting
for a decision from the VA.
Non-Rating Workload and Appeals
The non-rating workload and appeals continue to increase. They have increased by 160,744 and
32,198 (totaling 194,858) respectively, since March 2,2013.
DATES
Other Claims
130
290
600
Totals

3/2/2013

10/27/2014

181,744
75,956
42,562
300,262

261,227
113,056
86,723
461 ,006

11/3/2014 W-DIFF
261,634
112,704
87,560
461,898
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DIFF
79,483
37,100
44,161
160,744

11/3/2014

70.5%
83.1%
41.6%
65.1%

The MMWR as of April 7, 2014, shows that EP 130 was at 245,073.
We say again as pertains to EP 130, remember this testimony, "Dependency Claims Contract ... The contract calls for 40,000 dependency claims to be processed per month when operating
at full capacity. The contractor is currently ramping up to that capacity." (Emphasis Added)
Witness Testimony of The Honorable Allison A. Hickey, Under Secretary for Benefits,

Veterans Benefits Administration, U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, Evaluation of the
Process to Achieve VBA Goals, July 14, 2014
However, another point that should interest ^41,1, is 70.5% are over 125 days. The "over 125
days" optic is misleading. Ask VBA how many of these claims are over 1 year old?

DATES

3/2/2013

10/27/2014

APPEALS

249,814

281,676

11/3/2014
282,012

DIFF
32,198

The VAIOG continues to inspect, write reports, and testify before the Congress. The VAIOG's
recommendations are generally accepted by VBA, but little or no action is being taken to correct
the problems.
Here is one case and point from the VAOIG's testimony before Congress in June 2012.
"We concluded that VBA contributed to the growing inventory and time delays by not
assigning enough staff to process appeals, diverting staff from appeals processing, and
not ensuring appeals staff acted on appeals promptly because compensation claims
processing was their highest priority...." Witness Testimony of Ms. Linda Halliday, for
Audits and Evaluations, Office of the Inspector General, U.S. Department of Assistant
Inspector General Veterans Affairs, US House ofVA Hearing on June 19, 2012:
Reclaiming the Process: Examining the VBA Claims Transformation Plan as a Means to
Effectively Serve our Veterans
Despite this testimony, the VBA continues to divert the appeals staff even as appeals continue to
grow and will continue to do so as more bad decisions are made.
Excerpts from the article, Legion sees hurdles amid the progress at VA, Federal News Radio
1500 AM, November 7, 2014, speaks to two major concerns - leadership and accuracy.
v' "Six months after the American Legion led the call for Veterans Affairs Secretary
Eric Shinseki to step down over systemic problems in patient care at VA medical
centers, Executive Director Verna Jones says she has no regrets. "We got it right,"
she said. "Because of that change, things are happening."
v' Of the three leaders that the Legion demanded step down, one remains:
Undersecretary for Benefits Allison Hickey. The Legion still wants her to leave.
S "We don't think veterans are getting what they need under her leadership where
benefits are concerned," Jones said.
S She admits the situation is awkward. "We still interact with [Hickey], go to
meetings and sit across the table from her," Jones said. "We're both professional.
It's not personal."
v' But she fears that in the rush to fix the glaring problems that the Legion has called
attention to — long delays for patient care, manipulated schedules, months-long

waits for disability payments — the department might make mistakes that hurt
veterans.
•S "We want to make sure they're timely but accurate," she said. "You have to find
that balance, that comfortable middle where veterans can get their claims awarded
timely and they are right the first time."
Unfortunately for Veterans, rating and nonrating claims and appeals still do not account for all of
the VBA workload. The total number of compensation claims (excluding pension) as of the
MMWR dated November 3, 2014 is nearly 1.5 million.

Original Entitlement - Veterans
Original Entitlement - Survivors
Supplemental Entitlement
Award Adjustments
Program Reviews
Compensation Other
Total Appeals Pending
TOTAL COMPENSATION VAROs

Total
172,580
6,153
316,484
479,205
67,668
175,503
282,012
1,499,605

Over 125 days
80,764
1,307
151,213
321,815
58,965
98,754

46.80%
21.24%
47.78%
67.16%

87.1%
56.3%

712,818

It is easy to look at one side of an equation and say that there is progress. Unfortunately, this is a
three part equation and only one side is being measured and that is by the VBA's own measuring
stick. However, the employees in the foxholes of VAROs see the reality and really are the only
barometer to the truth.
While the VBA is talking about numbers and engaging in PR, provisional ratings are still
not finalized.
Excerpts from, VA Backlog Numbers Manipulated, Insurancenewsnet.com, October 31, 2014
reiterates the VAOIG's testimony regarding this issue.
> "In a rush to reduce a huge backlog of pending compensation claims, VA employees used
an expedited process last year that cost taxpayers millions of dollars in improper
payments and had a negligible effect on the backlog, according to a VA inspector general
report released in July.
> Linda Halliday, VA's assistant inspector general and the report's author, said that at the
time of her report, VA had already paid out some $85 million in unsupported claims. She
added that if the erroneous payments continue, taxpayers could be responsible for
about $371 million over the next five years, and that's just for 100% disability claims.
> "Improved financial stewardship at the agency is needed," Halliday said. "More attention
is critical to minimize the financial risk of making inaccurate benefit payments."

> Those payments began in April 2013, when VA's official count of backlogged claims
(those waiting more than 125 days) was 611,000-its highest ever with about 43,000
pending for more than two years.
> In order to cut into those numbers, VA used a special initiative that allowed ratings
specialists to issue provisional ratings to certain cases while more evidence supporting
the claim was gathered. These cases-nearly 8,000-were removed from the "pending"
claims category.
> When the initiative ended in June 2013, Halliday says her review found that about 32%
of cases had been incorrectly rated.
> "We estimated VA regional staff inaccurately processed 17,600 of 56,500 claims,
resulting in $40.4 million in improper payments during the initiative period," according
to the report.
> Here are more of Halliday's findings on what occurred during the initiative:
• Claims were denied more quickly.
• Benefits were not granted more quickly.
• Appeal rights were delayed.
• Pending claims were underreported.
• Average waiting times were underreported.
> In concluding her report, Halliday wrote that VA's Undersecretary for Benefits Allison
Hickey should establish better control over all provisionally rated claims by:
• Speeding up the time it takes to get them a final rating.
• Ensuring the accuracy of the ratings.
• Providing a true count of these claims in VA's overall workload.
Despite the VAIOG findings and testimony, the provisional ratings are still not completed and no
one knows what percentage of them make up these numbers.
10/27/2014
C&PRB>125 10/27/2014 11/3/2014 DIFF
29,053
28,858
84.3%
930
-195

11/3/2014
84.2%

The VAOIG only confirms what AFGE Local 520 has been reporting to the VA Committees
since the provisional rating initiative was implemented.
Moreover, these provisional ratings are as old today as they were when originally submitted by
the Veteran. Let's stop playing the numbers game with Veterans' lives.

DIFF
-0.1%

Here are the true backlog numbers.
C&P RB >125
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262,203
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Here is the AFGE Local 520's weekly consistency study in reducing the overall and backlog
workload using the data from the beginning of FY15. The roller coaster continues while
veterans DIE waiting for a decision on their claims.
WEEK

10/06/14
10/13/14
10/20/14
10/27/14
11/03/14

C&P RB OVERALL

522,421
525,817
527,465
525,799
522,229

WEEKLY DIFF

1,956
3,396
1,G48
-1,666
-3,570

WEEK
C&P RB
10/06/14
10/13/14
10/20/14
10/27/14
11/03/14

BACKLOG

WEEKLY DIFF

244,602
243,072
244,727
243,227
239,785

1,764

-573
-1,530
1,655
-1,500
-3,442
-5,390

If transformation and VBMS are making an enormous difference, why are these numbers
waffling back and forth from week to week?
Here are some excerpts from articles that will also shade the light on the real systematic
leadership problems that will continue at the VA because Senior Executives knows the real deal the VAOIG is just a figure head, the political theater will continue, and Secretary Bob's hand is
really tied and government is not like the private sector.
Internal investigation ID'd Phoenix VA fraud in 2008, azcentral!2 News & The Arizona
Republic, October 22, 2014
> "Inspectors at the Department of Veterans Affairs caught Phoenix VA schedulers
falsifying patient appointment records during a probe six years ago, but agency officials
did not publicly divulge those findings at the time, according to documents obtained by
The Arizona Republic..
> An "administrative investigation" conducted in 2008 at the Phoenix VA Health Care
System says the medical center had "an accepted past practice to alter appointments to
avoid wait times greater than 30 days, and that some employees still continue this
practice."

> "We also found that some schedulers did not understand their performance standards and
that the medical center did not use the electronic wait list in accordance with policy," a
report on the investigation states.
> Those conclusions are virtually identical to findings the Office of Inspector General made
during a similar Phoenix investigation released in August amid pressure from whistleblowers, Congress and media."
VA Official Who Tried to Cover Up the Legionnaires' Outbreak in Pittsburgh Is Getting a
Promotion, The Blaze, October 22, 2014
> "The VA named David Cord as the next director of the Erie VA Medical Center. Cord
has been the deputy director of the Pittsburgh System, where 16 veterans were stricken
with Legionnaires' disease — an aggressive form of pneumonia.
> Earlier this year, the Pittsburgh Tribune-Review obtained emails showing that Cord
favored hiding the outbreak from the public. According to those emails, Cord said he
didn't want to publicize the Legionnaires' disease outbreak unless "we received a specific
inquiry" from the press.
> Additionally, when a nurse said the Centers for Disease Control and prevention wanted
information about the outbreak, one email obtained by the Tribune-Review said Cord
asked, "Do they have any intention on disclosing this info to anyone?"
> Despite these problems, the VA praised Cord's ability in a statement announcing his
promotion.
> "We are excited to bring Mr. Cord on board as the new director of the Erie VA Medical
Center," said Gary Devansky, Veterans Integrated Service Network (VISN) 4 interim
director. "His unique leadership experience and insight as an Air Force Veteran will be
valuable assets for the facility, the employees and volunteers, and most importantly, for
the Veterans we are honored to serve."
> When pressed on the question of discipline, McDonald has said repeatedly that he has
asked VA workers to pledge to work harder for veterans, and often sports a pin on his
jacket that says, "I CARE."
VA chief announces restructuring, firings, CNN, November 10, 2014
> "After receiving the Senate's confirmation as the new VA leader in July, McDonald, a
former corporate CEO, vowed to take "immediate action" to reform the embattled
agency.
> Since that time, more than 100 investigations of VA facilities have been undertaken by
the VA Office of the Inspector General, the FBI, the Department of Justice and others,
according to the VA.

> Yet to date, the only senior leader fired for these issues remains James Talton, the
director of the central Alabama VA, where scheduling problems contributed to treatment
delays, among other issues.
> While the VA began processes to terminate four other leaders, two of those officials,
Deputy Chief Procurement Officer Susan Taylor and Dublin, Georgia VA Director John
Goldman, have since retired with their pensions intact.
> "If VA wants to rebuild its reputation with veterans and the prospective health care
employees it says it needs, then it should stop making excuses for the villains of the VA
scandal and get serious about purging them from the payroll," Miller (R-Florida) said in a
statement.
> "The public trust has been shattered," Rieckhoff told CNN. "They are improving but have
a long way to go."
> Rieckhoff, an Army veteran himself, said one of the main ways the VA can restore trust
among veterans is by holding the leaders involved in fraudulent practices and cover-ups
accountable.
> "Are people going to go to jail? And if so, when?" Rieckhoff asked."
Sen. Casey pushes to reduce VA disability backlog, newsworks, November 10, 2014
> "U.S. Sen. Bob Casey (D-Pennsylvania) is calling on Senate leadership to take action on cutting
back wait times for veterans applying for disability benefits.
^ Speaking in Philadelphia, Casey said veterans wait on average 266 days for disability claims to
be processed, slightly above the national average.
> At a press conference Monday, Casey said he wrote to the chairman of the Veteran's Committee
to ask for a hearing on a bill he introduced in March aimed at cutting those wait times.
> "We say to our veterans, because you have served, because you have sacrificed, because your
families have sacrificed, we as your fellow citizens are going to do everything we can to provide
you the benefits that you deserve," Casey said.
> However, Casey said a legislative fix for the disability claim backlog is still necessary."
Exclusive: John McCain Vows Tough Oversight of the VA in OOP-Led Senate, The Blaze,
November 7, 2014
> "Sen. John McCain (R-Ariz.) is promising that starting next year, the Republican-led
Senate will conduct much tougher oversight of the Department of Veterans Affairs,
which McCain said has failed to implement a new law aimed at bringing accountability to
the broken department.
> "It's been a significant disappointment to me," he said in a Thursday interview with
TheBlaze. "We are going to have to have a lot more vigorous congressional oversight."
> McCain said it's widely expected that Sen. Johnny Isakson (R-Ga.) will be the chairman
of the Senate Veterans' Affairs Committee when Republicans take over the chamber next
year. He also said he's already talked with Isakson about the need to crack down on the
VA.
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> "He's going to start up the hearings right away about what's happened with the bill, what
hasn't happened, and frankly, he's going to have to put their feet to the fire," McCain
said.
> McCain told TheBlaze late Thursday that McDonald had finally replied in a three-page
letter that McCain characterized as "very defensive." He said his staff is still analyzing
the letter and considering how to respond.
> McCain agreed that given the systemic problems the VA had in delaying care to veterans
and covering up the problem, the VA needs to fire people immediately in order to effect
change.
> "The only conclusion that people who are there would draw is, it's business as usual," he
said of the lack of firings so far.
> But after several months, McCain said it's clear that Secretary McDonald will spend the
money Congress provided, but has not implemented the oversight provisions of the bill.
> "We did give him the various authorities, and it hasn't happened," McCain said."
McDonald says 'biggest reorganization of VA' to rebuild trust is underway, Federal News Radio
1500AM, November 7, 2014
> McDonald said he recognizes why there is impatience among members of Congress and
others. He said one way to change the agency's culture is to change how people are held
accountable and that's what he is doing.
> But he said the Veterans Access, Choice and Accountability Act doesn't give him the
broad powers many think it does.
> "The important thing that I have to look at, and believe me I've been involved in
disciplinary actions all over the world, is we have to make sure whatever action we take
sticks, it's fair and on appeal, we are successful," he said. "Let's look at the new power I
was granted. The new power I was granted is the appeal time for a Senior Executive
Service employee of the VA has been reduced in half. That is the only change in the law.
What does that mean? Well, SESers are less than 1 percent of all VA employees, and the
only change is the appeal time. So the law didn't grant any kind of new power that
suddenly would give me the ability to walk into a room and fire simply fire people. I
wouldn't do that anyway. Our Constitution provides for due process, and we are
following the due process."
> McDonald said there are more than 100 people under investigation by the FBI, the Justice
and the agency inspector general, including 40 SESers. VA terminates or separates more
than 3,000 people a year.
> What disturbs me is we are trying to create controversy using veterans to do that, and I
don't think that's appropriate."
If 3000 employees were fired a year ago, how many were managers, supervisors, or SESers?
Excerpts from these two articles, speak to what should be the Nation's focus and goal every day.
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Obama: "We can't ever quit on veterans 'The Washington Times, November 8, 2014
> "In his weekly address ahead of Veterans Day on Tuesday, the president said all veterans
must get the health care, disability benefits and other assistance they deserve.
> While Mr. Obama has stressed that government must do a better job caring for veterans,
he said that burden also belongs to every American citizen.
> "This isn't just a job for government. It's a job for every American. We're all keepers of
that sacred trust that says, if you put on a uniform and risk your life to keep us safe, we'll
do our part for you," the president said. "We'll make sure you and your family get the
support you need. We'll have your backs —-just like you had ours."
In the Spotlight: Look beyond the parades, speeches on this Veterans Day, JournalStar,
November 7, 2014
> "This Veterans Day there will be parades and American flags on display. Schools and
government offices will be closed. President Obama will give a glorious speech. But
what does it say about our country when thousands of these veterans we are honoring are
still waiting for care that they so richly earned, often with the loss of a limb or the
devastation of PTSD?"
While some in the Country have honored Veterans today with their words, AFGE Local 520 will
continue to keep the following issues in the forefront: the accurate and timely decisions for ALL
Veterans and their survivors as well as creating a VBA culture for employees to effectively serve
them despite the inaction/words of others.

Donald Robinson
President
(803) 647-2385 (Ofc)
(803) 239-7682 (Cell)
rbnsnrnld@yahoo.com
www. seniorvsr. com
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